
Looking Back at 2016 

Girls in Washington state who face poverty and violence are increasingly entering the state’s 
juvenile justice system. The Justice for Girls Coalition of Washington State believes we can 
change this, and 2016 was a pivotal year in the right direction. An incredible opportunity 
surfaced when we won an Office of Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention National Girl’s 
Innovation Award to scale up training and legislative advocacy here in our state. From the quality 
of data we are gathering and tables we are joining to our growing reputation as a go-to source for 
girl-centered training and assessment, we made progress in three key areas:

1. Advocacy: Partners at the Department of Social & Health Services (DSHS) and the 
Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) helped us closely examine the over-representation 
of girls at all points in the system, gender-differences in probation, and mental health. As we 
build a policy platform and ensure greater treatment options and opportunities for girls who 
are marginalized, our relationships are fundamental. We proposed the Washington state “Girls 
at the Margins” bill to fund a needs assessment on dual system involved girls and a follow-up 
task-force to compile policy recommendations from the data that is gathered.

2.  Training & Assessment: We scored a win, and an efficiency in connecting with a standing 
state-wide committee conducting site environmental evaluations. Now they are embedding 
our suggested gender-responsive standards into their broader tool. We provided a state-wide 
conference, Beyond Pink: From Culture Clash to Meaningful Connection, offering workshops 
on Implicit Bias, Intersectionality and Sexuality. Overwhelming feedback from our Beyond 
Pink conference was “why only one day?”. As a result, we are now training “regulars” at the 
Criminal Justice Training Center (our state’s training facility for all new juvenile justice staff) 



and the Washington Association of Juvenile Court Administrator spring meetings. We are 
exploring a sister site relationship with The Delores Barr Weaver Center to adapt their 
training institute model to create a girl-centered practice model that fits for jurisdictions in 
our state. We also created a training clearinghouse on our newly-launched website.


3. Sustainability: For over two-decades, girl-serving champions in our state have worked in 
pockets to improve economic, court, and safety outcomes. Despite the promising programs, 
policies and practices, sustainability is a challenge. In isolation, our efforts rarely gain footing. 
Having a state-wide coalition gives us the opportunity to join together to scale, share funding, 
and advocacy for girls struggling on the margins in Washington state. And with a front-row 
seat to the very best national initiatives designed to improve outcomes for and with 
marginalized girls, we are teed up to bring these ideas back home to Washington state and 
spark greater collaboration toward turning ideas into impact.

Lessons learned this year: 

• Sometimes we do need to reinvent the wheel. As a state, we need to improve our ability to look 
across child welfare, juvenile justice, health, and education systems to understand the needs of 
girls intersectional identities. 

• Two steps forward, one step back. We were thrilled to join the national Girls @the Margins 
Alliance, a group that puts forward a federal policy platform so that marginalized girls and 
young women are met with system responses that assist them in reaching their potential. 
However, we need a policy platform based on our own data, with policies, programs, practices, 
and systems that address disparities in our state’s landscape.

• Challenging the Valid Court Order exception in Washington state, is as essential as it is complicated. Our 
state leads the nation in detaining girls for non-criminal activity. Yet, what is legally suggested 
as best practice, and proposed in our legislature, failed because we lack safe alternatives to 
detaining girls for status offenses.

Where We Are Going: 


Plans for our continued work center on building our NGI momentum to take training and 
advocacy to the next level. To improve programs, practices, and policies for marginalized girls in 
our state by 2020, the Coalition will:


• Ensure professionals and youth workers across our state have tools for integrated gender-
responsive hiring practices, environment, programming and staff training.


• Train 500 professionals on girl-centered practices for supporting girls’ resiliency.


• Research and disseminate 3 issue briefs on court-reform, economic opportunity, and violence.




• Convene key policymakers, legislators, and community members to identify policy solutions 
for supporting girls’ well-being using our issue brief recommendations.


• Collaborate with the Delores Barr Weaver Policy Center to build field-level capacity to help 
scale innovative policies, program & practices for girls here.  


Join us to ensure that girls who face extreme hardship and marginalization have an opportunity 
to access better opportunities and support in Washington state. They deserve better.

Ann Muno, ED, The Justice for Girls Coalition of Washington State
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Donors/Members/Volunteers 

Thank you for your support!

"Let gratitude be the pillow upon which you kneel to say your 
nightly prayer. And let faith be the bridge you build to 
overcome evil and welcome good.”

 -Maya Angelou

Thank you for every drop of faith you have in the potential of 
girls in our state. Your support provides that essential 
ingredient of hope, and we cannot thank you enough for your 
contributions.

 -Ann
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